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    			                    Your Name *					
Email *

Phone


	Choose what fits you better: *

	                    Company    
	                    Agency    

Agency / Company name

Country *


Indicate the reason for your enquiry:	Corporate events
	Local gastronomy
	Fun activities
	To your taste
	Others


No. of Participants *

Estimated dates


		                    Comments about the Event/Group you might think relevant			    
    	9h — 10h
	10h — 11h
	11h — 12h
	12h — 13h
	15h — 16h
	16h — 17h
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What is the Safe Tourism Certified seal?

The Safe Tourism Certified seal certifies the compliance with hygienic-sanitary measures for the prevention of risks against COVID-19, granted by the Institute for Spanish Tourism Quality (ICTE).

The Safe Tourism Certified seal is a guarantee mark that certifies compliance with the UNE 0066 Technical Specification that establishes the guidelines and recommendations for reducing the spread of the SARS-CoV-2 coronavirus related to the tourism sector. The seal is obtained after having passed an audit carried out by independent companies approved by the ICTE. The 22 technical specifications were created from the protocols drawn up by ICTE in coordination with the Secretary of State for Tourism, the sector's employers' associations, unions and occupational risk prevention associations under the mandate of the Ministry of Industry, Commerce and Tourism, and validated by the Ministry of Health.





            
            
        
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
                